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A BST R A C T
The purpose of this study was to invest igat e the 
s ta b il i ty  of Social s e nsitivity and its relation to 
verbal behavior* The "Modified Dyraond Scale" was used 
as a measure of Social sensitivity. The Bales system 
of c a t e g o r i z i n g  behavior was used to record the verbal 
beha v i o r  of the subjects.
Thirteen l e a d erless groups made up of 5 persons 
each, were used in Phase 1 of the investigation. Twelve 
l e a d e r l e s s  groups made up of V and 5 persons, were used 
in Phase 2*
1. They behaved diffe r e n t l y  in their rating b e ­
havior. That is, they tended to rate every one on all 
the scales in the same manner as they rated themselves.
2. The subjects in this study tended to rate them­
s elves tho 3ane when placed in new groups. Other studies 
report that subjects tend to change their self-ratings 
when placed in new groups*
3* The verbal behavior of the leaders was atypical 
w h en compared to other groups. Other studies indicate 
that leaders tend to have a higher p r o p o r t i o n  of verbal 
behavior c a t e g o r i z e d  in tht- task area.
Such conditions are nearly ideal for facilitating
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the p h e n o m e no n of response 3et (1 *+) C19 ). Instead of 
rating others on their actual traits the subjects turn 
from exte r n a l  cues that are ambiguous and t h reatening  
to internal cues that are safer. Future studies u t i ­
lizing the techniques outlined herein might find it 
e x t remely valuable to investigate the concept of r e ­
sponse set.
One o.7 the more important empirical findings of 
this study o n c e r n s  the hypothesis that the ability to 
predict others' responses facilitates interaction. 
Previous wr* * tore (26 ) (29 ) have not been clear in de­
fining hov, the predictions should be m;de. The p r e ­
dictions lay be made on the basis of projection, or on 
the basis of Social sensitivity.
If oa<' accepts the author's d e fi ni ti on  of rating 
others tho aame as self as projec t i o n  and leadership as 
an index of* adjustment, this study indicates that p r e ­
dicting ot.h• r n ’ behavior on the basis of projection, does 
not facilitate verbal interaction*
INTRO DUCTION
For fifty years the term •■pathy has been used to 
e x p l a i n many different phenomena, such as: religious
ceremonies, the appreciation of objects of art and 
architecture, as well as one person's understanding of 
the feelings and thoughts of another person or group.
Ac cording to both Titchener (6 0 ) and Boring (15)* 
Lipps* was the first to use the concept of empathy in 
pr op os in g  a theory in which motor mimicry or imitation 
was considered essential to the underst a n d i n g  of other 
p e o p l e ' s  behavior. Since the introduction of the c o n ­
cept of empathy other terms such as social awareness, 
sympathy, insight, and social sensitivity (21 ), have 
been used to explain much the same phenomena. All 
these terms have been used rather indiscriminately In 
d e s c r i b i n g  the process of u n derstanding other people's 
feelings and thoughts.
The original concept of empathy, or social s e n s i ­
tivity, as necessarily involving mimicry and muscular 
p a t t er ns  has, in general, been dropped. A more recent 
definition, and the one used in this thesis is, the 
u n d e r s t an di n g of and the ability to predict a n o t h e r ’s 
behavior.
2The use of '.ocial sensitivity as an intervening 
construct in explaining individual behavior, both 
normal anJ. abnormal, has been pointed out by many 
authors, .'rend (27), Adler Cl), Sullivan (59 ) i Moreno 
(43), Roy ■ c (51)* Fries (28), ; na Escalona (25)*
In spit o of its almost constant usage for fifty 
years, it not until recently that any consistent
attempts v/ere made to define o p erationally and to 
quantify ino concept of social sensitivity. Moreno 
(48) made some attempts to demonstrate role-taking, 
or social sensitivity, empirically, but made no at­
tempt to quantify 11 is observations. Sears (52)* using 
the differences between predicted and actual ratings, 
a t tempted to quantify insight and projection in social 
situations, nut ■; i.d not follow up Lis original study. 
Cottrell uni Dynond (l8) are usually given credit for 
r e f o c u s i n g  attention on the concept of j o : lal s en s i ­
tivity an; lie relations to personality factors. It 
was not until Dynond (22) developed a relatively simple 
method of measurement, based on differences between pre­
dicted and actual ratings, that there wore any c o n ­
sistent attempts at measuring social sensitivity.
The operational definition of social sensitivitv as 
developed or Dymoad (22) is the ability of .oie individual
to predict how other individuals rate themselves on a 
series of traits. Her Method cf obtaining the pr e ­
dictions of the ratings is a* follows: A small group
Is allowed to interact for a short period of tine. 
After the interaction period Dymond requires each 
subject to:
On six traits:
1. Rate himself in relation to the other members 
of the g r o u p .
2. Rate each other member in relation to himself
5. Rate himself as he thinks each other member
would rate him.
k . Rate each of the members of the group as he 
thinks they would rate themselves.
The index of a person's social sensitivity or em- 
pathic ability was based upon the accuracy with which 
he predicted how others would rate him, and how ac­
curately they would rate themselves. The person's 
sensitivity score was derived from the sum of the devi 
ations between an individual's predicted ratings of 
another subject and the other subjects' actual rating.
In attempts to validate this type of scale Dymoad 
(2*0 studied the relationship of the scores to ( 1 ) the 
empathy expressed in TAT stories, (2) ratings of
empathic ability made by independent judges, (3 ) by s u b ­
jective reports made by subjects of their success in as­
suming the roles of others.
Dymond (22), reported a test-retest coefficient for 
r e l i a b i l i t y  of ,6o, a split- h a l f  coefficient of .6 3 , 
c o r r e c t e d  for attenuation, and an average internal c o n ­
sistency, also corrected, of *82 .
Bell (10), using a rating schedule similar to 
D y mond's reports a test-retest reliability of *55, and 
a split-half r e liability coefficient of .80.
Hall (3^')» using a rating schedule similar to 
Bell*s, reports an internal consi s t e n c y  coefficient of 
.88. Stolper (55), using the same technique reports 
an average internal c o n sistency coefficient of .83.
While the reliability is not so high as might be 
deaired, it a p pears that workable scales for measuring 
social s e nsitivity have been developed. However, it 
should be p o i nted out that inherent in the Dymond tech­
nique of m e a s u r i n g  sensitivity there are many problems.
It has long been recognized that the concept of empathy 
may be c o n t a m i n a t e d  with other factors such a s  p r o ­
j e ction (1 2 ; (1 3 ) (3 0 ), i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  (^3 ) (3 0 ) s im i ­
larity (1 2 ) (3 6 ), stereotype accuracy (3 0 ) (^3 ), and 
response a t (19 ) (^3 ), which mi-ht give spurious results
5in the rettarch concerning laasuraiant of sensitivity.
The earliest attempts to clarify sensitivity in­
v olved differentiating it on a rational basis from other 
concept#, such as projection, etc., with which it might 
overlap nnd conflict. For example, Mead (^7), points 
out that sympathy may be based upon the sensitivity 
process but may be differentiated from sensitivity by 
the degree of participation. Murphy (50), using a simi­
lar line of reasoning, also differentiated sensitivity 
from svnpat’hy. Freud differentiated between identifi­
cation and role playing (social sensitivity) by the 
degree of participation.
More recently attempts at refining the sensitivity 
measures by studying the influence of projection and 
similarity have taken a prominent place in research. 
Bender and Hastorf (12), have completed a series of 
studies demonstrating that projection is a contaminating 
factor in the measurement of sensitivity. They conclude 
from their studies that projection appeared in the Index 
of sensitivity, and later (56) (37), attempted to account 
for the amount by use of a refined sensitivity score. In 
a later study Hastorf and Bender (3?) pointed out that 
the refined sensitivity score serves the purpose for 
which it intended but is contaminated by the response set 
of the individuals.
6In a study designed to reproduce and evaluate the 
Hastorf and Bender study concerned with developing the 
refined sensitivity score, Dorsey and Bell (20), con­
cluded that the refined sensitivity score may not be 
Mea s u r i n g  sensitivity.
In reference to similarity, Gage (3 )* questions 
that a high sensitivity index derived from a high degree 
of assumed similarity is equal to one which arises from 
a ssuming die-similarity, or th-<t the processes are the 
same. Gage (30), Lindgren and Robinson (*+3), and Hastorf 
and Bender (5?), present the problem of stereotype ac­
curacy and res nse set in the responses to the various 
rating schedules. That is, subjects tend to respond to 
the questions according to a social norm, or set, of 
which they may or may rot be aware.
The increasing number of studies dealing with em- 
pathic ability, or social sensitivity, gives some indi­
cation of the growing interest in this concept and 
suggests that it should be thoroughly explored. In a 
recent paper Luchlns (^4), pointed out the need for more 
research that was concerned with relating sensitivity to 
personality and other aspects of behavior. He also 
points out, along with Bell (9) and Ansbacher ( 2^ , that 
at present it is not known whether or not empathy is a
7unitary t r a i t t as it is being treated at present, or 
whether it is a multi-dimensional trait. Nor is it 
known whether the highly sensitive individual shows the 
same degree of sensitivity in all situations regardless
of the inlividuals involved.
A series of studies has appeared that have at- 
tempted to eiiov the relationship between sensitivity and 
different types of behavior. Bell and Hall (11), and 
Stolper (5S), using a design similar to the one in 
Dymond's studies, investigated the relationship between 
leadership and sensitivity. All these studies report a 
low but consistent positive relationship between s e nsi­
tivity and leadership. In all of these studies leader­
ship was defined in terras of peer ratings*
Recently there have been attempts by Fiedler (2 6 ), 
Sage (29)* and others (11 ) (58 ), to relate sensitivity 
or social perception to leadership in behavioral situ­
ations. Fiedler has found that the individual with a 
high degree of sensitivity who maintains a social, or 
physical distance with the individuals whom he is lead­
ing tends to make a better leader. Leadership ability 
was determined by raters outside the group structure* 
This study was carried out in a military setting which 
may impose serious limitations on generalisations from
8t h • results.
Gilbert (32) and Jackson and Carr (4l), hare studied 
t»* "#1 atioaship of social sensitivity to schizophrenia.
studies report no clear cut relationship but the 
elations sere in the predicted direction.
Stolper (56) has investigated the relationship be­
tween sensitivity and various personality traits as 
aeasured by the Gull ford-Zimmerman Scale, leadership, and 
the Bow Supervise Test, Her results indicate that there 
is a significant relationship between sensitivity and 
personality traits. Her findings corroborate those re­
ported by Dymond (?*♦).
Studies relating the sensitivity phenomena to gross 
behavior, such as leadership or psychiatric disorders, 
do not pernlt a very effective description as to how the 
enpathic individual behaves. For example, it nay he 
that leadership is a function of both group nenbership 
and the environmental setting. In interpreting the 
meaning of a correlation between sensitivity and l e a d e r ­
ship one finds it impossible to .ay whether the highly 
sensitive person's success as a leader is a function of 
the environment or of the personalities involved in in­
terne t ion „
It would be desirable if the experimental design
9permitted the direct Interpretation that the sensitive 
person behaves in a particular fashion such as that he 
tends to ask a lot of questions, or to disagree with 
the other members of the group. On the basis of ob- 
jective behavior categories one could then not only 
describe behavior related to social sensitivity but 
could also develop more meaningful intervening con­
structs as to how social sensitivity operates within a 
given person.
Following this line of reasoning it is the purpose 
of this study to investigate the relationship between 
social sensitivity and verbal behavior using a system 
of categorizing behavior suggested by Heinleke (38).
PROCEDURE
The present study was designed to investigate two 
areas. The first (Phase l) was concerned with investi­
gating the relationship of verbal behavior, and l e a de r­
ship, to empathic behavior. The second part of the study 
(Phase 2.) was concerned with investigating the stability 
of these relationships in groups with varying nenberehlp.
E X P ERIMENTAL R O O M ; The room was attractively decorated, 
with adequate lighting and ventilation. One wall had a 
one-way m i r ’-or built into it. The opposite wall was 
draped with bleached burlap to aid in the acoustics. A 
large round table was located in the center of the r ^ m .  
Directly above this table a microphone was concealed in a 
liff-ht fixture. Five chairs were placed equidistant apart 
around the table. A small work table was placed in one 
corner of the room.
An observation booth uhich would accommodate two 
observers was located behind the one-way mirror. A 
speaker connected to the microphone was located in the 
booth.
3 P B J EC TS ; The subjects for this study were 70 male 
members of undergraduate courses, taught during the
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s u i a e r  and fall semesters of 105^, at Louisiana State 
University. The subjects were chosen from the p s y c h o l o ­
gy courses on the basis of their availability.
G R0 UP O P E R A T I O N S : Phase 3^ : There were 13 groups in
Phase 1 . These were composed of five individuals drawn 
at random from the classes. It was not possible to c o n ­
trol previous acquaintanceship, age, or marital status.
P h a ae j2i The subject*, were selected for this phase on 
the basis of two c o n d i t i o n s 1
1. No subject should interact in a group with any 
person with whom he had appeared previously.
P. Availability.
Ac is common experience in group studies of this 
type the design had to be modified to meet the e x i g en ­
cies of the experiment due to subjects failing to keep 
appointments. As a result it was not always possible 
to completely balance each group in Phase 2 as planned.
TASK: Each group was escorted to the testing room by
one of the two experimenters. The other experimenter 
was already located in the observation booth. The s u b ­
jects were seated at a larere round table. A small card 
with the name of a color printed on it was placed on 
the table in front of each subject. The color war to
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identify the subjects during the testing session and 
facilitate interaction. The subjects were then told 
that this was a study in group dynamics and that the 
investigators were interested in how groups functioned.
Each group in Phase 1 was asked to discuss a short 
case history and write a short letter of advice to the 
person involved. The same case history was used for 
all groups in this phase. (See appendix for complete 
case history and instructions'. Each group had 30 
minutes to discuss the case, reach a decision, and write 
a letter of advice. The experimenters took no part in 
the discussion. The subjects were instructed not to 
refer the problem to anyone else such as a social worker, 
psychiatrist, psychologir-t, or minister, since experience 
has shown th^t some grouns send the subject of the case 
h-'story to such a professional person an i thus shorten 
the period of interaction.
After 30 minutes testing booklets were passed out 
to the subjects; as the subjects completed one section 
of the test procedure they were given instructions for 
the following section.
The groups in Phase 2 were treated in an identical 
manner as those in Pha e 1 except th < t a new case h i st o ­
ry was used. (See appendix). Although the cases were
13
different a previous study <3P ) h^B shown that they 
elicit approximately equal amounts of interaction,
M E A S U R EM EN T S;
In this study measurements of sensitivity, l e a d e r ­
ship, and verbal behavior were obtained. The different 
measurements will be discussed in the above order.
S e n s i t i v i t y . For this investigation the m e as ur e­
ment of sensitivity by the Stop Scale was used.
Ratings on the Stop Scale were made on nix traits which 
were suggested by Fiske { ).
The subjects were asked to make the following 
r a t i n g s :
A--Rate himself and each other member of tie 
group.
B'-Estimate how he thought each other member 
of the group would rate himself.
C--Estimate how each other member would rate 
the subject himself.
D--Estimate how the group, as a whole would 
rate each member, including himself.
An eight point scale was used in order to avoid as 
much as possible mid-point ratings. (See appendix for 
complete scale).
!*♦
The following scores were derived directly from 
the r a t i n g s ,
1* HORS* How Others Hat* Saif: This score was
obtained by summing the deviations between each sub* 
ject's prediction of how each other subject would rate 
themselves and how each other subject actually rated 
himself. For example, subject A rated himself and pre- 
dieted how subject B, C, D, and E would rate themselves.
A direct comparison was then made of subject k * s p r e ­
dicted rating of B t (C, D, and E) and B ' s ( C ' s , D * s , and 
E's) actual rating. The sum of the deviations between 
A's predicted rating and the actual ratings was A ’s HORS 
score. The same procedure was followed for each subject. 
All the empathy scores were derived in an analogous 
f a s h i o n .
2. HORM: How Others Rate Me: This Score was de­
rived from the sum of the deviations between how each 
subject predicted every other member of the group would 
rate him and how the other subjects actually did rate 
h i m .
3. GPS: Group Score: Each subject's score was
derived by computing the deviations between each s u b ­
ject's estimate of the group average rating for each
1?
i n di vi du al  and the actual nverage rating* for each i nd i ­
vidual (obtained fro* A above),
4, TD: Total Empathy Score: Thin acore was d e ­
term i n e d  by s u m m i n g  the HORS, HORM, and OPS scores for 
each individual.
L e a d e r s h i p . The m 5ssBremeti t of l e a d e r s h i p  was o b ­
t ained by as k i n g  each subject to rank each member of 
the group from one to five as to l e a d e rs hi p ability.
Each subject's rating of h i m s e l f  was omitted and the 
r e s u l t i n g  ranks were tabulated. The four ranks could 
total from four to twenty for any given subject. A 
score of four would indicate a high degree of l ea de r s h i p  
a b i l i t y  while a scar* of twenty would indicate low l e a d e r ­
s hip ability.
Revised Bales Interac tIon Analyai a . A system of 
c a t e g o r i z i n g  behavior, first suggested by Balee ( *+) was 
used to i n v e s t i g a t e  the dynamics of group behavior.
U s i n g  this method Bales was able to pl^ce any verbal e x ­
p r e s s i o n  into one or more catego r i e s  such as asking 
q u esti o n s ,  giving information, etc.. Analysis of the 
c a t e g o r i e s  used gave a picture of how indiv i d u a l s  
f u n c t i on ed  in a group situation. Tt was a]so possible
16
to relate the verbal behavior to socio-metric m e a s u r e ­
ments such as leadership, and describe the verbal b e ­
havior related to the measurement under Investigation. 
The Heinicke revision of the Bales technique (5?)t 
purports to simplify the system and increase its u s e ­
fulness in certain types of investigations. Therefore 
it was used in this study. (See appendix for complete 
description) .
The effective use of a system of categorizing b e ­
havior depends upon tiaining of the observers. Since 
the categories are operationally defined training co n ­
sists essentially in observers reaching a high degree 
of agreement in placing statements in particular c a t e ­
gories. Following the Heinicke procedure, two observers 
were trained in the technique of categorizing behavior. 
Before this investigation «a;! begun several pilot groups 
were run for training purposes. This early training 
consisted of scoring the groups while they were in 
session and at the same time making a tape recording of 
the g rouD. After the session the two observers would 
play back the tape to check the scoring. This was co n ­
tinued until a high degree of agreement between the two 
ob se rv er s  was achieved.
Following a technique suggested by Heinicke ( )  ,
17
Bales (4), and others, several reliability checks were 
■ade on the groups in this investigation. This was 
done by sunning the nunber of responses in each cate­
gory and doing a Spearaan Rank Order correlation be­
tween the two observers* The average correlation between 
observers in categorizing behavior was .81.
There was an Investigation of the stability of 
social sensitivity, and the relationship between social 
sensitivity and verbal behavior, Comparisons were nude 
between the results of this study and results of similar 
studies in terns of (l) Stability of self ratings, (2) 
Relationship between social sensitivity and leadership,
( T ) The relation between verbal behavior and leadership.
On the basis of the comparisons made it is apparent that 
the subjects in this study tended to behave differently 
in the following ways:
TREATMENT OF DATA*. There *r« 18 variables involved in 
the first part of the investigation: HORM, R0R5, OPS, TD,
Cat. 1, Cat. 2, Cat. 3, Cat. h , Cat. 5, Cat, 6 , Cat. 7, 
Cat. 8 , Cat. 9, Cat. 10, Inst. (Instigated speech), Rec'd. 
(Speech received), TP, (Total participation, Inst. ♦ 
Rac'd.) and Ldr. (Leadership).
The P e a r s o n ’s Product-Mowent correlation between
18
the variables was usid as an index of the degree of r e ­
lationship.
In scoring of sensitivity and leadership there was 
an Inverse relationship between the else of the score 
and the trait as naaed, while the other behavior indices 
have a direct relationship to the aaouit of the trait 
involved* The correlation coefficients for sensitivity 
and leadership were reflected so that the sign of the 
correlation would indicate the ut,ual relationship be­
tween the variables.
Categories 11 and 12 were not used often enough in 
the groups under investigation to permit correlation 
with the other variables; they were therefore omitted.
aight be anticipated many of the categories were not 
used by particular subjects. In order to facilitate 
statistical handling of 'he data a constant of five was 
added to all the verbal scores.
In order to compare the r -* •=■ u 1 t of t M s  study with 
previous findings the verbal indices of the leaders, 
non-leaders, and mid-group were determined. This was done 
by ranking toe leadership scores for each -roup in Phase 
1. Those individuals ranking one were considered leaders, 
those ranking five were non-leaders, those whose scores 
fell in between these ranks were placed in the mid-group.
19
Difference.'? between the groups were evaluated by the 
Chi-square techninue.
The second part of the study was concerned with the 
stability of empathy and leadership. The stability was 
determined by comparing the relationship of variables in 
HOPM, H0P.1, GFS, and T D t scores, obtained in Phase 1.
The same procedure was followed for leadership scores in 
Phase 2. Since the hypothesis was that the results of 
this investigation into the reliability of the m e a s u r e ­
ments tould not differ from previous studies a one-tail 
test of significance was felt to be appropriate. Since 
some of the groups in Phase 2 had only four (rather than 
five) member? the empathy and leadership scores ware c o r ­
rected for the size of th» group, empathy scores by using 
a formula suggested by Guilford (5.M , leadership scores 
by a method suggested by Hull (**0).
RE S U L T S
The results of this study are reported In the 
following series of tables. In order to facilitate the 
interpretation of the tables some explanation is a p ­
propriate.
Table 1 describes the comparison of i nt e r - c o r r e ­
lations between the sub-tests of sensitivity m e a su re ­
ment as reported by Stolper and those found in this 
study. It should be pointed oot that the same rating 
schedule, and procedures were used in both studies.
Table 2 describes a comparison of inter-corre­
lations between sub-t-sts of sensitivity measurements 
in Phase 1  ^n d Phase ?. It should be noted that the
differences between Phase 1 and Phase 2 indicate that 
sub-tests inter-correlations are not stable.
The results of the inter - c o r r e1 ation of the 17 
variables investigated in this study are reported in 
Table 3 . It should be kept in mind that in determining 
the sensitivity and leadership scores the arrangement 
is such that the higher the score the less the trait 
demonstrated by the Individual. Thus all the corre­
lations concerning leadership and sensitivity have had 
their signs changed so that they reflect the usual re­
lationship between variables rather than scores.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF INTER-CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SUB-TESTS OF SEN S I ­
TIVITY MEASUREMENT AS REPORTED BT STOLPER AND THOSE FOUND IN
THIS STUDY
CorralatIons
Sub-testa Do r s «y Stolper t * a
HORN vs HORS .22 .30 .046
HORM t « GPS .54 .51 .020
HORM is TOTAL .82 .79 .030
BORS is GPS > 2 .57 1.02
HORS is TOTAL .59 .76 1 .568*
* •
GPS t s TOTAL .27 .89 5,58
N « 40 N * 72
‘significant at 6% {df « 110)
♦ ♦
Significant at 1% 1«t*1 (df ■ 110)
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TABLE 2
COMPARISON OT INTLR-CORRELATIONS BETWEEN StIB-TEST OF 
SENSITIVITY MEASUREMENTS IN PHASE 1 AND PHASE 2
SUB - T E S T S PHASE 1 PHASE 2 t ' s
HORM ts HORS 
HORM v» OPS 
HORM re TOTAL
h : 3s v s o p s
HORS r s TOTAT 
GPS ▼ * TOTAL
.22
.5*+
.81
.50 
. ?6?
.08? 
.132 
.30 3
. Lr r>
.301
.326
.063
2.155
3.71*
1.33
. •
1.70
.032
Significant at 1"4 lavel (df * 82 ) 
Significant at 5*, H t e l
PHASE 1 N - kO
PHASE 2 N . i»*+
22
HCRM Hoas GPS TD 1 2 3 4 5
HORM .22 .54 - . 8 2 - - .0 7 - .2 2 - .1 2 - .2 ? .003
HORS .42-■- .5 9 '- - .0 2 - .0 9 - .0 2 —• 04 .05
GPS .27 - .0 4 - .2 0 - .1 8 -.0 2 -.35*
TD - .0 7 - .2 7 - .1 1 - .1 7 - .1 4
1 .50" : .71* : .19 .46"-
2 .5 0 ' .55' - .5 0 *
3 .34* .37*
4 .28
5
6 
7 
6
9
10
■' = 5 ' " -v?l of -n —  ifi"--r.ee 
- = 1" l-.-l of riy.ii iz r.cc
T .BI" 3
«*: 1',75 "  7
12 1
3 7 T * T3T-40
A 7 8 9 10 1^-»■ - * •p -<Y» • *
13 - .1 1 -.2 5 - .0 1 -.0 5 - .1 8 .03 -.08 .09
02 - .3 9 - .2 9 - .2 3 •40"' .09 .09 .09
04 -.1 9 - .2 9 - .1 0 -.1 9 " -.lc * ■
08 - .1 0 -.35* -.16 .01 -*16 - . ' 1 -.0? -.06
61' .54  - .39" - .0 2 .11 ."4 " . ’"8" ."S-- .2"
41" -  .4 r - .10 .13 .31 .54" .61- - .09
63 • 77* ■ .47-^ .19 ~>n .— ' .93*" .34 ' toi>- .04
20 .34" .09 - .0 8 .35* .4 5 ^ .3 1 ” .38" .26
33" .41"- .15 - .1 2 .15 .52"-' .53** -.11
.52*" . 62** -.0 6 .09 5 ->« • —* * -
.25 - .1 3 .29 .?5"" .82*'
.15 - .1 4 .4 1 * . I' .43 .1?
.04 _ .  *n
.43"'
* K> -
» ’ 
3>
.03
.31*
# *
,10
M
2 *»
Table ^ describes a comparison of test-retest c o rre­
lations between sensitivity scores In this study and 
those reported by Bell ( ). It should be noted that a
one -tall test of significance was used in the c o m p a r i ­
sons.
Table 6 describes the degree of response set as 
Indicated by correlations between various ratings by 
the asm* subject. The first correlation indicates the 
relationship between the Banner in which each subject 
rated himself in Phase 1 and Phase 2.
The second correlation indicates the relationship 
between the manner in which the first subject in each 
group rated himself and the third member of his group 
in Phase 1. The third correlation indicates the same 
relationship in Phase 2. It should be note 1 that the 
same individual was doing the rating in both Phase 1 
and Phase 2 but In each case he was ra t i n g  a different 
person.
The fourth correlation indicates the relationship 
between how the third person in Phase 1 was rated by the 
first person in th*' group, and how the same person rated 
the third member of his group in Phase 2. It should be 
pointed out again that the same person was doine- the 
rating and a different person was rated.
TABLE U
COMPARISON OF TEST-R TEST CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SENSITIVITY 
SCORES IN PHASE 1 AND PHASE 2 AND THOSE REPORTED BY BELL
Dc rssy Bell
S U B-TEST__________________________CORRELATION t * s
HORM ,065 .533 1*21***
HORS .168 .U86 1.5^**
OPS -.178
TOTAL .19S .550 1.87*
• m *
5^ level of significance 
6% level of significance 
11^ level of significance
df ■ 82
Dorsey N * 1+0 
Bell N « kk
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TABLE 6
RESPONSE SET AS INDICATED BT CORRELATIONS BETWEEN VARIOUS 
RATINGS BT THE SAME SUBJECT IN THIS STUDY AND 3T0LPERS
Do ret j Stolper
R ATING CORRELATION t*e
HIRM 1 vs UIRM 0
• «
.80
HOW SUBJECTS RATED SELF 
AND 3rd MEMBER OF GROU^
• • • • I
P H A S E  1 .81 .31 6.GB
HOW SUBJECT RATED SELF 
a n d  3rd MEMBER OF GROUP 
PHASE 2 .80*
HOW SUBJECT RATED 3rd 
MEMBER PHASE 1 vs 3rd MEMBER 
PHASE 2 (Different person) .79*
*
Significant of level
*N « 2^6 
* *N • Ikk
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DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was two-foli: (l) To
investigate the relationship between social sensitivity 
and various types of verbal behavior; (2) to investi­
gate the stability of the sensitivity measurements.
Two of the basic problems of Science are (l) to 
establish testable hypotheses; (2) to develop adequate 
measuring instruments for testing the hypotheses. In 
order to ... t! is t. ■ results of investigations using the 
same measurin instruments unier . imilar conditions 
should be compared in order to choci the reliability of 
the measu-in; Instruments and the stability of relation­
ship, In order to insure comparability of data this 
study was designed so that it repeated ..one aspects of 
previous investigations; then proceeded to its own spe­
cific area of interest.
The internal and external relationships in t .is 
study were compared with the internal and external 
relationships reported in previous studies. Immediate 
concern was with the inter-correlation of the various 
sub-test., which malcc up the measure of enr.it ivity.
An inspaction of the inter-correlation between the 
variables which make up the ensitivity measurement
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(Table 7) suggests that the sample in this study behaved 
differently from those used in previous studies (58)
( 10) .
Table 1 indicates the inter-correlation of the euh- 
teats compromising the sensitivity measurements as 
reported by Stolper and those found in the present in­
vestigation. Student's t ’s mere computed and indicated 
that there is a significant difference between two of 
the correlations. One of the t's is significant at the 
1% level while another is significant at 5% level.
In vise of the above differences a careful exami­
nation of the rating behavior of the subjects was made.
A previous study (?) hae indicated that subjects tend to 
change their self-ratings when moved to new groups.
Table 5 indicates that the subjects in this study were 
highly consistent in their self-ratings when placed in 
new groups. The results of a previous study and those 
found in this study are compared by naans of Student t.
An inspection of the rating schedules of the s u b ­
jects in the present investigation indicates that there 
is a high degree of similarity between self-ratings and 
the ratings mode of other individuals. In order to 
check this further a comparison was made of each indi­
v i dual's self-rating an ( the manner in which he rated
■n .\ : f r>
■J -'V F A 0 T '~r, n ot;T vtJK'1 ; ^ - n ' ^ F S T  CO ' " FT A T T0 N • OF .~ELF- 
ATIN tS V N :' ? ;;i ~ P F""F0 T OF I, F A P E S  I? T P SCO REF ANT:
C ^ ' T  A” A ' - L E 1 A m T N 10 r<v -ELI
: t I V S
1 v F rj ;
. °c 
,pf-
®*Ii t * a 
1 .09
:> t 5
if = °?
' d f . < ^
S t isr n 1. f 1 f * n s 1 1 "■ 1 *■> v e 1
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the third member of his ? r o u p . Table 6 indicates that 
there is a high degree of corr e l a t i o n .  A compar i s o n  of 
the results of this c o r r e l a t i o n  with =* s i m i l a r  one c a r ­
ried out on S t o l p e r 'a data i n d i c a t e d  that there is a 
d i f f e r e n c e  between the two sets of data that is s i g n i ­
ficant at the 1% level of confidence.
Further i n v e s t i g a t 1on of the g ro u p  under study r e ­
v e a l e d  that the c o n s i s t en cy  of l e ad er sh ip  posit ion is 
different from that reported by Bell and French ( 8 ) in 
a p r e v i o u s  i n v e s t i g a t i o n .  (See Table 5 ' •
The results thus far reported strongly cuggest that 
the b e h a v i o r  of the sample used in thir study is unlike 
that reported in other studies. N e v e r t h e l e s s  if the 
a b i l i t y  to predict others' re s p o n s e s  by any means, sensi-  
ti *ity or p r ojection, f a c ilitates group i n t e r a ct io n the 
c o r r e l a t i o n s  sho u l d  be important. The results of the 
c o r r e la ti on s found in this i nv e s t i g a t i o n  are r e p o r t e d  in 
Table ^ .
In view of the atypical nature of the sample used 
in this study, great care should be used in i n t e r p r e t i n g  
the results. The results indi c a t e  that the r el at io ns hi p  
b e t w ee n HOFM and c at e g o r y  k ( S u g g e s t in g solution) a p ­
p r o a c h e s  s ig ni f i c a n c e .  There is a significant r e l a t i o n ­
ship between HORS and category 7 (Agree) and category 10
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(Tension release). GPS ia si g n i f i c a n t l y  related to 
c at e g o r y  5 (Giving orientation). The TD score is s i g n i ­
ficantly related to category 8 (Disagree).
The few c or re l a t i o n s  that are significant or a p­
proach sign i f i c a n c e  should be interpreted as indicating 
trends. Since over 100 correlations were computed these 
same relations;* ips could have arisen by chance.
Since it is difficult to explain this pattern of 
signi f i c a n t  relationship in a meaningful w a y , especially 
in view of p re vi o u s l y  reported evidence, there was a 
further in v e s t i g a t i o n  of the diffe r e n c e s  between the re­
sults of t'. i study and the results reported in other 
s t. udies.
In similar studies (37» **9% 5) other investigators
have cons i s t e n t l y  reporte ; differences in the ver bal be­
havior ox l o a ders and non-leaders. A Chi-square was 
computed c o m paring the proportion of frequencies that 
the leaders, non-leaders, and mid-groups used in the 
d i fferent categories. The resulting Chi-square of 1 0 . 3 o , 
df * 16, indicates that there are no significant d i f ­
ferences among the groups. Another Chi-square was c o m ­
puted c o m p ar in g  leaders and non-l e a d e r s  as to the type 
of verbal behav i o r  expressed during the gr,up discussion. 
Fol l o w i n g  Bales' suggestion, categories one through five 
were c o n s idered as task oriented, categories six through
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ten were . i ■ ni ■' r r* d as socially or emotionally oriented. 
The resulting Chi-square of 29*09, df = 1, io s i g n i ­
ficant at tii 1. level of confidence. The difference 
b e t w e e n Lh two groups seem to indicate that the n o n ­
leaders were .more c o n cerned with task oriented behavior. 
This is c o n tradictory to results reported in previous 
studies (37, *+9)*
In view of the low reliability of the sensitivity 
m e asurement it was not considered fruitful to compute 
a c o r r e l a t i o n  matrix for the data collected in Phase 2 
of this investigation. Accordingly only macro-analysis 
was performed except that Phase 1 investigation was re­
peated in Phase 2.
A c o r r e l a t i o n  was computed comparing the self- 
ratings of ouch in dividual with r,is rating of the third 
member of the group. The results are reported in Table 
3. It should be pointed out that these results are 
comparabl to the same type of analysis made in Phase 1, 
Table 3.
A Chi-square comparing the verbal behavior of the 
four and five- man groups in Phase 2 was computed. The 
r es ul t i n g  Chi-square of 3*855 9, df = 9, indicates that 
there is no significant difference between the two ; r o u p s . 
dales' (9) reports in a previous study that th re i . a
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tendency for larger groups to have a significantly 
greater proportion of verbal behavior categorized in 
categories 1 on: while categories 7, and 3 tend to
decrease. As indicated above, these results differ from 
those found in this study.
Apparently the subjects in this study behaved d i f ­
ferently from previously reported investigations in the 
following ways!
1. They behaved differently in their rating be­
havior. That is, they tended to rate every one on all 
the scales in the same manner that they rated themselves.
2. The subjects in this study tended to rate them­
selves the same when placed in new groups. Other studies 
report that subjects tend to rate themselves differently 
when moved to new groups.
3. The verbal behavior of the leaders was atypical 
when compared to other groups. Other studies indicate 
that leaders tend to have a higher proportion of verbal 
behavior categorized in the task areas. The leaders in 
this study did not differ significantly from non-leaders. 
Group size does not affect interaction pattern.
Inasmuch as such deviant results were not antici­
pated it is not possiul ■ to pinpoint the source of error 
variance. It is nonetheless appropriate that some attempt
be made to explain these findin-s. In view of bass'
(6) find La ;s v/ith the acquiescence test, and Tetzlaf's 
previous study (53) using the same verbal categories, 
with students of Southern University as subjects, the 
atypical results might at first glance be thought to 
be p a r t i a l 1.y explained by regional differences in be­
havior. ho.ever, the differences in the inter-corre­
lations between sub-tests of the sensitivity measure 
found here and those reported in other studies using 
Southern University students as subjects (53) (6 0 ) (32) 
mitigate against this hypothesis as a full explanation 
of the d 1. f f f ■ c * i i c e s .
It ic apparent that the subjects in the present 
investigation behaved differently from those in any 
other rep '/ted study. The instructions given the sub­
jects, the task and external cues given the subjects were 
identical r'Jh phase used by Stolper, Hall ami heinicke 
and very a'mila:- t-i t:.ose used by bales.
If we are to explain the unique behavior oi the s u b ­
jects in this siudy, we must think in terms of person­
ality dynamics. Let us review the essential aspects of 
the situation. In general the subjects were presented 
with an anbiguoua situation, under the stress th.-’t is 
always I ' v. r-\ by leaderless group discussions. Further
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stress was induced by the requirement that the subjects 
rate themselves and others and at the same time being 
aware of others rating them.
Such conditions are nearly ideal for facilitating 
the phenomenon of response set (19) (19). Instead of 
rating oth. re on their actual traits th subjects turn 
from external cue.; that are ambiguous and threatening 
to internal cues that are safer. Future studies uti­
lizing the techniques outlined herein mi ;ht find it ex­
tremely valuable to investigate the concept of response 
set.
One of I.he more important en-irical 'indin ;s of 
this study con'erns the hypothesis that the ability to 
predict others' res-’onses facilitates interaction. 
Previous writers (5b) (29) have not been clear in de­
fining ho.v the predictions should be made. The pre­
dictions r.ay be made on the basis of projection, or on 
the basis of social sensitivity.
If on' accepts th. author's definition of rating 
others th.; came as self as projection and leadership .^s 
an index of adjustment, thin study indicates that pre­
dicting ot...rs' behavior on the basis of projection does 
n o t facilitate interaction.
SUMMARY AND C O N C L U S I O N S
The purpose of this study was to investigate the 
stability of sensitivity and its relation to verbal h«- 
havior. The Stop Scale was used a a a of Social
Sensitivity. The Bales system of categorizing behavior 
was used to record the verbal behavior of the subjects.
Thirteen leaderless groups were used in Phase 1 of 
the investigation. Twelve leaderless groups wer* used 
in Phase 2 .
1. They behaved differently in their rating be­
havior. That is, they tended to rate every one on all 
the scales in the same Banner that they n  tad themselves,
2 .  The subjects in this study tended to rate them­
selves the sane when placed in new groups. Other studies 
report that subjects tend to change their self-ratings 
when placed in new groups.
3. The verbal behavior of the leaders w-io atypical 
when comp ired to other groups. Other studies indicate 
that leaders tend to have a higher proportion of verbal 
behavior categorized In the taek a r e a .
In hypothesizing possible reasons for the disparity 
between the results of this study and comparable i n v esti­
gations regional differences and response set concepts 
were liscussed.
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C A P E  H I S T O R Y  
P h a s e  I 
A L L A N  AN D  M A R I A N
Al l a n  a n d  M a r i a n  had be e n  h a p p i l y  a a r r i e d  for 
s e v e r a l  y e a r s  b e f o r e  the war when Al l a n  was d r a f t e d  and 
s e n t  o v e r s e a s .  T h e y  had na d e  It a part of their m a r r i a g e  
to tell each o t h e r  e v e r y t h i n g  and w i t h h o l d  n o t h i n g .
At first, wh i l e  in E n g l a n d ,  A l l a n  r e f u s e d  to go out 
on  l i b e r t y  and r e m a i n e d  in the b a r r a c k s .  But the place 
was so empty on w e e k - e n d s ,  that A l l a n  could not s t a n d  It, 
so o n e  time he went out with the bo y s  and soon found h i m ­
s e l f  at a dance. Th're he met a girl w h o m  he liked very 
m u c h .  One thing led to a n o t h e r  and soon he was s p e n d i n g  
bi s  w e e k - e n d  l i b e r t i e s  at her a p a r t m e n t .  She k n e w  he was 
m a r r i e d  and fully e x p e c t e d  h i m  to re t u r n  to his wife when 
the war was over, but she e n j o y e d  his c o m p a n y  and so she 
c o n t i n u e d  to live with him on w e e k - e n d s .
P u f A l l a n  could not b r i n g  h i m s e l f  to w r i t e  about 
this a f f a i r  to his wife; he felt he c o u l d  make her u n d e r ­
s t a n d  if he told her h i m E e l f ,  So he w a i t e d  until the war 
w»" o v e r  and he r e t u r n e d  home. A f t e r  a time he s t a r t e d  a 
d i s c u s s i o n  w h i c h  lad up to the s u b j e c t ,  but his wife 
s t a r t e d  t a l k i n g  about the h o r r i b l e  m a r r i e d  men who were 
u n f a i t h f u l  to their wives and said she w a ; ? 1 a d he vasn't
o n "  of them and thnt ha al*ajn told her everything.
Then Allan be g a n  g e t t i n g  l e t t e r s  from the girl a s k ­
ing for food, as the r a t i o n i n g  was very strict ov e r  
there.
Al l a n  felt very gui l t y  and a n x i o u s  every fine he wae 
with M a r i a n .  This secret b etween them was d e s t r o y i n g  his 
p e a c e  of rind and the former h a p p i n e s s  he had found in 
m a r r i a g e ,  yet he felt he did not dare tell M a r i a n  of his 
u n f a i t h f u l n e s s .  What should Allan do?
n\.: K ■■TATr'RT 
F h a a * ?
FRANK
Frank is a quit* int e l l i g e n t  boy of part Negro 
p a r e n t * .  He haJ a s t r o n g  desire to htco*® a doctor* 
Though hie father clearly shows his Negro heritage,
Frank and his mother can easily pass of white. Frank 
d e c i d e s  to try p a s s i n g  (as a white) witnout k n o w l e d g e  
of his parents, for they are hi g h l y  critical of N e g r o e s  
who try to ’’p a s s ” . He app l i e s  for college and enters 
as a white student and never tells anyone there that he 
is part Negro. He is »?ry pop u l a r  at college and gets 
aloncr well with both men and women students, is an o f ­
ficer in several clubs, and is a ^ood student. He is 
h a p p i e r  than he has ever been before in u ir. entire life. 
He is v ery deeply a t t a c h e d  to his family, but since he 
has gone a grrat dis t a n c e  to co l l e g e  he can rarelv see 
them. Ore day he gets a le t t e r  from his p arents saving 
his father is taking his mot h e r  on a b u s i n e s s  trip near 
the c o l l e g e  and they are l o o k i n g  forward to s p e n d i n g  a 
w e e k e n d  with Frank at the college. What should Frank do?
V-

I N S T R U C T I O N S  TO S U l i J R O T S
"As you k n o w  this is a d i s c u s s i o n  gr^'up. We i n ­
t e r e s t e d  in d i s c u s s i o n  g r o u p s  and ho w  they work, how 
p e o p l e  in a g r o u p  a r r i v e  at a s o l u t i o n  to a p r o b l e m .  In 
a f e» m i n u t e s  we m-t g o i n g  to ask you to d i s c u s s  a p r o b l e m  
j u s t  as you wo Id d i s c u s s  it in yo u r  home, yo u r  d o r m i t o r y ,  
o r  y o u r  f r a t e r n i t y . "
"You will notice hhf lettered ~ a r d 5 in front of you 
on th° chair. T h e  letter or the card will * your Dane 
to everyone during 'he li ecuf s i o n . "
" H e r e  i 1 he p - o b 1 a r. f o r dlf-cusnion," (The e x a rr i n e r 
d i s t r i b u t e s  the n p c  h i s t o r y . )
" R e a d  t - t; p r o b l e m  s i l e n t l y  w h i l e  T r • ■ a d it a l o u d . "
"You are to ^et t o g e t h e r  an a irour and dec' de upon
a s o l u t i o n  to  _______ 1 e p r o b l e m .  You w ' 1 I H'ivt ^0 m i n t 1 «b
in w h i c h  to d i s c u s s  'he p r o l l e i  and scr- upon a sol' M o n  
on the b a s i s  of the i n f o r m a t i o n  w h i c h  yo u  h v e .  I w Jll
tell you wh e n  you have five m i n u t e s  left, in y o : r  g o l u U n n  
do not refer the problerr to a n y o n e  e I ?- * ■ such as, a pey- 
c h i s t r i s t ,  a c o u n s e l o r ,  or a p s y c h o l o g i s t ,  P> 0 you have 
any q u e s t i o n s ? "
(After the d iscussion is ccncluded the test bookl-t 
is d i s t r i b u t e d  with trsJ : sheet.)
"Now, on the next pages, first rate y o u r s e l f ,  then 
ra t e  each o f  the other m e m b e r s  of the g r o u p  on the * i x
t r a i t s  l i e ' e d .  No t e  that the d e s i r a b l e  end of the sc a l e
is not a l w a y s  in the same p o s i t i o n ,  A d e s c r i p t i o n  of each 
o f  the tr a i t s  is given on the trait s h e e t ©  w h i c h  yo u  now 
h a v e , "  (The e x a m i n e r  r r a d a fix a m p l e s  of se v e r a l  traits). 
" E a c h  pair of factors d e s c r i b e d  r e p r e s e n t s  o p p o s i t e  ends 
o f  the r a t i n g  scale of 1-P. Use those d e s c r i p t i o n s  in all 
o f  y o u r  ra t i n g s ,  and be sure to rate each m e m b e r  of the 
g r o u p .  The o r d e r  in which you are to rate these i n d i v i d u a l ©  
is i n d i c a t e d  at the top of each pave. The r a t i n g s  are made
by c i r c l i n g  o n e  of the n u m b e r s  from 1--."
(Af t e r  the s u b j e c t s  jcmplf t.« first s e c t i o n  of the 
b o o k l e t ,  the s e c o n d  second is d i s t r i b u t e d ) .
HNow, T'd like you to try to figure out how -ach o t h e r  
p e r s o n  in the gro up rated h i m s e l f  on these same six trsitr, 
A t t e m p t  to rate the i n d i v i d u a l  i n d i c a t e d  at the top of each 
s h e e t  as he w o ^ l d  rate h i mself. For exa m p l e ,  how would A 
r a t e  A, h o r wo''?'* B rate P. Yon ''robablv will not h ** c o m ­
p l e t e l y  &c c u r ’ t o but do as well a •> von car, and rat , c b
p e r s o n  f o r each t o ; f , '*
(A f t e r  the s u b j e c t s  c o m p l e t e  se c o n d  s e c t i o n  of the 
b o o k l e t ,  the third se c t i o n  in d i s t r i b u t e d ) .
" C n thf pages T ' d like you to trv to figure '• t 
how each member of th* group rated you on the air traits, 
.'‘or example, if your letter w-»re C, then, how would A 
rate C , 1 o w would P rate C, etc. Do as well as you ’an,
and rate a a eh r'-rscn for each trait."
(After the subjects comp] te third s e c t ‘on of the 
booklet, the fourth section is distributed).
11 Now, I'd like you to rate each individual in the 
group, including yourself, as you think the group would 
rate him r her. That is, what do you think the average 
rating of th- group would b -3 for ^ach person, on each of 
the six traits? In other words, how do you think the 
group will rate A, how do you think, the group will rate 
C, etc. You probably will not he completely accurate, but 
do as well as you can and rate each member. "
"Now, 1 want you to rate each member of the p r ~ u p as 
to leadership ability. The ranks will go from 1, for the 
individual you most prefer to have as leader, to f, for 
the individual you least prefer. List '-m i ?’ p references 
on the sheet labeled leaders hip accorlin. to color."

" M O D I F I E D  DYMQND SCALE"
Naie Color
How Would rate o n :
I . Socially 
Adap table
Soaewha t 
Adap table
Less 
Adap table
Socially
Unadaptable
1 2 X h c 6 n 8
II. Complete Moderate 
Emotional Control Emotional Con t ro1
Little 
Emo tional Control
Ho
Emotional Control
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 d
III. N on-conforaing
Less
Conforming
So mewha t
Confo rming Con fo rming
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 $
IV. Intellectually
Inquiring
Somewhat
Inquiring
Less 
Inqui ring
Intellectually 
Uninqui ring
1 2 3 4 5 £ 7 8
V. Uncoafidont in 
self-expression
Less 
Co nflden t
Somewhat 
Confi dent
Confident in 
Self-expression
1 2 3 4 c ' ?— — r -
VI.
Predic table
Somewha t 
Fredletable
Less 
Predi ctable Dapredic table
1 2 4 5 s 7 8
TRAIT StfEE?
I. SOCIAL ADAPTABILITY
C h t t r f u l , optimistic, enthusiastic 
T a l k a t i v e . initiative it conversation 
A d v e n t u r o u s . ready for emergencies 
A d a p t a b l e , can modify behavior, 
coaproaise 
P e a c e f u l , calm, serene
II* EMOTIONAL CONTROL
Unshakable p o i s e , self-possessed 
under emotional irritation 
S e l f - s u f f i c i e n t , meets frustrations 
alone
P e a c e f u l . calm, serene
Neither over nor under expressive
III, NON-CONFORMITY
" D i f f i c u l t w , always raises objections, 
does not join in 
¥ r i v o l o u s , thoughtless, unaware of 
responsibilities 
Suspicious of others and their feel­
ings toward him, feels persecuted 
S elf-c en t e r a d , selfish 
Not c o n s c i e n t i o u s , just, honest, or 
uns elfi sh
NON-ADAP"ABILITY
D e p r e s a e d , does not easily smile or laugh 
S i l e n t , appears occupied with thoughts 
C a u t i o u s , avoids the strange and new 
R i g i d , lives by routine, and by own ideas
Wo r r y i n g . anxious, sensitive
NON-CONTROL
Exc i t a b l e , easily upset and embarrassed, 
blushes
D e p e n d e n t , seeks constant attention 
S e n s i t i v e . worries constantly 
Extremes of emotional expression, either 
disinterested or over-expressive
CONFORMITY
C o o p e r a t i v e . always, despite difficulties
Accepts appropriate responsibilities 
seriousness of purpose 
Trus t f u1 , rot suspicious, but not 
gullible
G o o d - n a t u r e d , easy-going, generous 
C o n s c i e n t i o u s , ideals of truthfulness, 
honesty, unselfishness
TRAIT SHEET coat'd.
IV.
V.
VI .
INQUIRING INTELLECT
Broad i n t e r e s t s . well-informed
I n d e p e n d e n t - m i n d e d ,adopta definite 
position, makes up own mind
I a a g i a a t i o n : rich, vivid
UNCONFIDENT IN SELF-EXPRESSION
S u b m i s s i v e . retiring, *ets people have 
own way
S i l e n t . introspective, occupied with 
tho ughts
S e c r e t i v e , reserved, keeps feelirgs to 
self
Extremas of overt interest in opposite 
• ex; either very marked or slight
P'JEDIC'T'ABTL TTY
Co nsis tent in day to day attitudes and 
Behavior
UNINQUIRING INTELLECT
Narro w . simple interests, uninformed
D e p e n d e n t - m i n d e d , accepts others 
opinions, unsure of own
Lack of i m a g i n a t i o n , doea not respond 
to subtleties
CONFIDENT SELF-^XPPESSTON
A s s e r t i v e , boastful, tends to influence 
associates
Talks a gre=?t deal to everyone
F r a n k , expressive
^either marked slight nor marked o v e r ­
interest in opposite sex
UNPREDICTABILITY
U npredictable moods and impulses,
chancres in attitudes and behavior
55
On this sheet of paper indicate the degree of 
leadership demonstrated by each member of the group.
Do this by listing each member of the gronp on the 
lines below. Identify the group member by means of
the colored ecarf*
List the person you considered to have demonstrated 
the greatest amount of leadership 1st, the person who 
demonstrated the next greatest amount 2nd, etc. Be sure 
to include yourself,
1st____________________________
2nd
3rd
Vth^____________________________
5 th____________________________

INTERACTION ANALYSIS
General considerations
In this set of categories, the basic frame of r e f e r ­
ence will be 3 very immediate one; as Bales says, we are 
here concerned with relating the present act to the im­
med i a t e l y  preceding and the immediately following act.
The primary referent of the observer in empathising ahall 
be the intent of the actor or speaker. It will become 
ob v i o u s  however that such interpretation is dependent on 
the context of the act and thus on the acts of the others. 
The same cues of coring shall be in general: ( l 1^ The
surface and Immediate meaning of the statement; the o b ­
server need not t r v  to keep the overall idea context in 
hie mind; (2) The tone of the voice; and (?) Any accompa 
n y ing gestures. These cues will be defined ’"ore exactly 
in the definitions.
Rather than use as the scoring unit the wholr English 
sentence, it would seem psychologically ior» real to begin 
a new unit only when a shift in scoring is called for and
when of course a new speaker begins.
As for the problem of who-to-whom scoring, the m e a n ­
ing of the statement in context should be the primary
guide, Usually also the speaker turns to, or looks at the
receiver. Anoth r cu» in the per eon who lust spoke; he 
is very likely to be the next receiver. There will be 
cases where the initiator will be responding to the 
speech of one person, perhaps objecting to what he said, 
hut will actually be looking at somebody else, from whom 
he expects the next response, or whose reactions he wants 
to s e t . Tn this case one score should be recorded for 
the objection to the first person, and another score should 
be recorded for the look seeking for the approval or o- 
pinion of the second, If the speaker changes the direct, ion 
in the middle of a participation unit Cone speech), the 
score should be noted again with the new direction. In 
cases wh*re the act is addressed to more than two persons, 
use the symbol 0. Where m o 'e than two persons act at once 
also use 0 ; e.g., when all laugh use 0 - 0 ; when all agree
with 1 use 0 -1 . Tn cases where a communication is a d ­
dressed by one member to another, but the Interaction re­
fers to a third as the receiver, especially wher. scut 
emotional animus of the remark is directed toward the 
t h ird, score the remark. 1 -?, omitting the second person.
For example, if person 1 6 *ye to person 2, H I think person 
th'»e's remarks are stupid", the interaction is scored 1 - ^ 
in category II. In cases where number 1 whispers or spe'ike 
aside to member 2 when the rest of the group is working on 
e problem and the Observer is unable to determine the con­
tent of the act, he scores the act 1-0 in category l"7. If
person 2 answers, '*> e is scored 2-0 in category 1' also.
If In an ordinary interaction between 1 and 2, person 1 
makes an emotionally weighted remark about an absent 
person, the interaction is scored as 1 - x in the a p ­
propriate c a t ' g o r y , and the r»ct thit the immediate com­
munication is with person 2 is i g n o red. For purposes of 
the present experiments, the following numbers will be 
u r e d :
1. yellow
5 . blue 2. green (The
c o h tm
•t. purple 1, rsd are in
order
o'" s i ?. e , )
R e s u m e  o f C a t ego r y List A_
A. Ta s k  Area
1. Asks question, speks knowledge in a neutral 
manner.
2, Gives i B forBstion, racts,
} , Gives opinion, evaluation, analy i:: , feeling.
A. S u g g e s t s  solution.
5. Gives orientation, repeats, clarifies.
6 , Requests activity.
B. S o e i a 1 -Emotional Area
. Agrees, shows passive acceptance, un hr.slands, 
concurs, complies.
>'xamp] ep : " " 0 1  old did we decide John was?"
"What do the instruct lone say about this?"
The subject way alao ask in a n o n - t h r e a t e n i n g , non- 
dj rectire a a n r r ,  '’or an expression of opinion, feeling, 
or integration.
Examples: "Do you agree with that?" (With no impli-
c a t o n *  of either controlling (6), or asking 
for help (°)
"Why do you feel that way?"
"How do you interpret that?"
finally the subject may ask for a solution or di­
rection as to ways and means in an emotionally neltrsl
fashion.
Examples: "What should we do next?"
"1 wonder how Charles Is going to get rid 
of this?"
"What can we do about this?"
Tt should be noted that statements e?en thouch in 
question form may have other intents. "Don't you think 
we ought to do this?" will probably be scored as (6); 
"What have we got so far" will probably be scored as (f); 
and "Do you think this should be Interpreted this way?" 
will probably be scored as ( 5 ). Where the observer is in
doubt an to whether the intent is simply to question 
or 6 0  e o'h^ intent, vt is better to score the other 
intent,
3 1 v e s I n f o r m a t i o n , fa c t s
The subject presents without inference or interpre­
tation a factual report concerning himself, the g r > u , 
or Rome element of the situation. This should be dis­
tinguished from giving facts with the intent of o r i e n t ­
ing ( r ^  , givinr opinion  ^"O , or when used directly in 
an emotional context. When, however, the person first 
disagrees and then /oes on to give fact(! to support 
his disagreement, the facts a r e  scored a s  ( ?   ^ , not ( 0 ) . 
Examples: "It says h r ”» thot Charles war fifteen years
ol d , "
” T don't think so, (Q ) because here it ways 
that —  (2 ) .
M I ha/e been in the N a v y , ”
G i v e s  o p i n i o n  , e v a l u a t i o n  , ana ljril s , f e e 1 i n g
The subject makes some kind of i n f e rential or e v a l u ­
a t i v e  s t a t e m e n t  in a r e l a t i v e l y  o b j e c t i v e  fashion. Thi 
may i nclude e x p r e s s i o n s  of a s p i r a t i o n s ,  wishes, or  o b ­
l i g a t i o n s ;  feelings, o p i n i o n s ,  h y p o t h e s e s  or insights 
c o n c e r n i n g  the self, ot h e r  i n d i v i d u a l s  or the group, or 
the nature of the p r o b l e m  sit u a t i o n .  At t e m p t s  to
explore further or test such i n ' e r p r e t a t :ins are 
Included, so Ion? a-~ they are emotionally neutral 
•ad Inferential, If another person disagrees during 
this process and the subject continues, hie co n ­
tinuation of th* eemo argument is scored I s 'i i n i ­
tially, If the other person arrees, the subject's 
continuation la scored as If a oerson first
agrees or disagrees, and then goes on t > say why in
his judgment his position is correct, 'he supporting 
opinions ar* scored ( T ) , not (7 ) or (P).
Examples! "I wish we had more information on this," 
"I think we ought to be fair about that," 
"This sounds to me like a problem we di s ­
cussed in class--oh now I remember,”
"I suspect this would result in —  
"Charles' trouble seems to be that — —  ,"
"From the description I should judge he
was 20 years,"
"If he has theae beliefs, he should cer­
tainly stick to them,"
"I don't think so ( PO , because in my
S ugg es t s solution
Subjecta gives suggestion as to how problem should 
be solved, e,g. in a discussion problem what Charles 
should do, or how his problem should be resolved, Dis­
tinguish from (6 ) w i c h  is concerned with what the
group or some member of it should do, Should also be
distinguished from (^ ) in that It is concerned with 
definite proposals for solution of the problem, 
Examples: M T think that Charles should do this."
" C h a r i o u g h t  to go to a clinical psy- 
cholog i p t . 1*
"He ourht to either go see a priest or
a p « y c ;. c 1 o g i r; t , M
Note: If any of the above examples should
appear again in similar form later on in
the discussion, they will ogai n be rco-ed
as ( M  .
G 1 ves o r i e n t a t i o n , r e p e nt s, clari flee
Summarizing: Any attempt to bring various previous
contributions together; a synthesis of what the 
group has accomplished in order to terminate a ;)hssr 
of, or th.- total problem solving prorees. May be in 
oral or written form.
Examples: "Hie heve three thinvs."
"I guess that takes care of that.”
"A'h a t  we have been saying seemr tc add u p
to t h i s . "
" Here's what T put down In regard to that,"
3 Vi r> w i n k* relevance: Any indicati on of how a pr'-ent
contribution relates to the »rrii tar. V. An1' effort t.. 
e n 1 i <r h t r- ■ t >s r m t* m b e r a concerning p r o b l e m  now being 
disc us Red, or shoo- what i 3 needed at the moment.
’Ixampt “ '• t " T think t h a \ is related t 0 0 r e • n * s point."
" 'If e 0 r e d i h c u K s i n m  t h a t  n o w .  "
"Mow we are a p e c u 1 < t i n . "
"Aren't we getting off 11. .• * rack n b : *. ?" • r. r
i m i> 1 i a t 5 > n o f  a t t a c h ,   ^
l i v i n g  f u r t h e r  p . r e p e c t  i v s j  I n  d i  •• a t i n  t h e  g  e n • r a
d 1 r  u c t  ' o n i n  w h i c h  t h e  j ; u u p  i n  g i n j .  O u t l i n i n g  a
p r o b l e m  a n d  t  h « s t e p s  w a i  u h s f  » t f o  1 *- i n v o l v e d  i r,
r e a c h i n g  i t ,  o r  a n y  i n d i c a t i o n  o f  w h a t  s t e p s  a r e  s t i l l
l e f t  o n  -' t h 1 ’ e c u s  s  o n h a s  a i r  a d y  p r o c e e d e d ,
h x a it. p 1 e r. : " H 9  >■ * ’ 5 t h e  s i t  u a t I o n . "
"T think we ran do this :n two steps,"
"I think that is what we a r»■ supposed tr 
do ."
" W e ’ l l  g e t  t o  t h a t  1 a  t  * r . "
" I  t h i n k  that, is t v c n- ‘ in,' »■> o >. ,;i;
to  s o l v e , "
Th 1 e category aleo i nclu^efi any repetition or c l ar i ­
fication which attempts to facilitate the flow of com­
munication; usually made in answer to a request for 
such; e.g., "What did you n a y ? ” or "I don't quite 
get that, please explain," are the Vi ci of requests 
which are likely to draw forth the above.
Orientation is likely to be confused with (r ); in 
care of conflict score orientation first.
Requests a c 11 v i t y , suggestions action
Any request for action on the part o' oth-re, or 
offer to take action oneself. Does not include a s k ­
ing another who has not been participating, to pa r ­
ticipate ( 1 <') ; nor does it include asking another 
to give opinion, information, possible solution (*+1.
It Is more directly concerned with the speeding up 
and controlling the group process, and is likely to 
be directed at the group as a whole. I* inc'uden 
aleo such activities afl conciliating and comprising 
if given In the form suggested bv the examples below. 
Also active ashing for agreement when done to facili­
tate the process and when directed at the gr-’up should 
be scored here.
Examples: "Well, do you want me to r e a d  this?"
"Why don't we go around the room?"
"T think it would e a good idea if we
I 1 s t e n # d , M
"L • t ' * not a r j u e , "
" F x s c t l v  what is cur p r o b l e m ?  'as i f  to s»y, 
" L e t ' s  focus on the p r o b l em ." ^
"L#t b p  do that."
" L e t ' e try to p u 11 there things t o g e i h er" M n  
the sense of a s h i n g for s u m m e r y  gi vi nsr. ) 
" S t a r t  out with y o u . "
" T a k e  a stand one way or the o t h e r . "
" Can we a g r e e  on this?"
B. So o i a 1 - Eao t i o n a 1 A r e a
^ * A g r e e s  , show* p a s s i v e  a c c e p t a n c e ,  u n d e r s t a n d s ,  ro n*"
curs, c o m p l i e s
Any s t a t e m e n t  or g e s t u r e  the intent of w h i c h  is 
to aay "go a h e a d "  or "I'm w i l l i n g  to go a l o n g "  -
the g r een light so to apeak. Any sign of u n d e r ­
s t a n d i n g  e i t h e r  by d i r e c t  s t a t e m e n t ,  "Oh, T see," 
or by r e p e a t i n g  or c l a r i f y i n g  a p r e v i o u s  s t a t e m e n t  
in a p o s i t i v e  tone: " Y o u  mean - . "  A1 ao i n ­
c l u d e s  g i v i n g  a d d i t i o n a l  e v i d e n c e  to s u p p o r t  a
p r e v i o u s  s t a t e m e n t :  " I 'v e seen the same t h ing
h a p p e n  many t i m e s . " In o t h e r  words, g i v i n g  a fact 
or an o p i n i o n  which » x p - p s s e «  a g r e e m e n t  (wit h o u t  
direct, s t a t e m e n t )  is s c o r e d  a g r e e m e n t ,  7 'irth*r
facte or opinio rfl in the same speech are scored 
as s u c h .
Exa m p l e s :  " T h a t ' s  c o r r e c t ,'1 or " Y a h ,11 or 11 that*a
o k a y 11 on r e a c t i o n  to c a t e g o r i e s  two 
through five.
" ^  e t. 1 5 do t h a t ,11 or " O k a y .11 in r e ­
a c t i o n  to six.
3. Pi s a g r e e s , e h own passive re j e c t i o n
Any st a t e m e n t  the intent of which is to say
" s t o p 11, or "I'm not w i l l i n g  to go a l o n g 11 - the 
red li'ht. The mi l d e r  d e grees of d i s a g r e e m e n t ,  
disbel i e f ,  a s t o n i s h m e n t ,  or I n c r e d u l i t y ,  and all 
the m i l d e r  ‘‘ormr of a r g u m e n t a t i o n .  The rule c o n ­
c e r n i n g  facta or o p i n i o n s  stated In c a t e g o r y  ("1 
hol d s  in para l l e l  fashion for d i s a g r e e m e n t .  
Examples: " A c c o r d i n  to a book I read it is
r eally —•- 11 in r e a c t i o n  to (?).
"It seems to me that, a n o t h e r  interrrf-  
t. " c i o n is b e t t e r  in r a c t i o n  to ( * ) .
"Is that r> ally g o i n g  to s o lve a n y t h i n g
t h o u g h ? "  in r e a c t i o n  to (h ) .
111 don't think that s u m m a r y  is c o m ­
p l e t e . "  in r e a c t i o n  to (r‘^.
"Well, do we have to do t h a t . ” in r e ­
a c t i o n  to ( O .
/ 0
* Shows tension , insecurity, d e f f e n c e  , a a k e for 
help.
Cues for s c o r i n g  tension are: Rapid excited
repe t i t i o n ,  s t u t t e r i n g  unless habitual, excess 
■jualification, very inc o h e r e n t  s t a t e m e n t ^  es- 
’ i ,1 ’ ' v when person h ;* f been attacked. Tn 
general ^r.sion is most likely to occur in an 
a r g u m e n t a t i v e  context,
’his - •> t e go ry also includes t h •» various f'rmr 
o f de ! r ; e n ■ • e : From such te n t a t i v e  Indi c a t i o n s
a s  " I  d o n ’ t k n o w  a b o u t  t i t . " i > s u c h  a c . t 
! v i n r i n  a  ^ " Y e *  I on:: >• • ■ •• » h  > r *  I w a r  w r o n g " .
7 t may < 1 r o ■ > • c u r in certain v i-y s e 1 f - d i f p a r a g - 
ing forms: "T ought to be kicked for d o 1 n
s o m e t h i n g  lik that." or "I an m a k i n g  up for my 
past sins,"
A s k i n g  f o help in included also. It a h u 1 d 
h - d i a f i n v u i e h e d from active • *. ► e m r. t a to ~ « n - 
* r 1. a u i- h "May I read tMc.?" or "Can we
agree on this?" It should also be d i s t ! n g >; 5 t - d 
from asking for opi n i o n  when the latter 1 c h- <* 
in a rather neutral and mattfi-o r. f Ti-t wav. Th»n 
lb-' f o 1 lowing irs said in a s >' ™ e w h a t p 1 e r 1 1 n r f n n < , 
ihfiv ran be c o n s i d e r e d  natinc f , r help; " .V^  n * t v c u
a g r e » k i !i m e ? "  M C o u 1 d T f a y b o m e t  h i  n g p l e n ^ f ? "
L ? ' i  -h t <*r i s  - I s o  s c o r e d  h i  t e n s i o n  w h e n  n o  o n e  
h a s  t o l d  a j o k e ,  a n d  w h e n  t h e  o b s e r v e r  h  a f o t h e r  
r e  8 s o n s  t o  f e e l  t h a t  t h e  a c t o r  i s  p r o b a b l y  t e n s e .
10. Shows tension r e l e a s e , jokes laughs, shows s a t i s ­
faction
A n y  l a u g h t e r  o r  s t a t e m e n t  w h i c h  a r o u s e s  l a u g h t e r  
e x c e p t  a s  n o t e d  u n d e r  ( n ) , O f t e n  a r. a t t e m p t  t o  
e a r> e o v e r  a c o n  f  1 i r t  si t n a t i o n .  I f  t h e  e l e m e n t  o f  
a g g r e s s i o n  i s  s t r o n g e r  t h e n  t h e  e l e m e n t  n f  f r i e n d l i ­
n e s s ,  S rore under f1 1 1 .
E x a m p l e :  1 - 2  "T g u e s s  t h a t  t n k e r  c a r e  o f  C h a r i e r  -
F'  C h a r l e s  w a l k s  i n , M f g  e n r  r  a 1 
l a u - r h t e r )  S c o r e  1 - 2  u n d e r  o a t .  1 0 ;  
a n d  0 - 0  u n d e r  1 0 .
1 ^  * Sho we a n t a g o n i s m , d e f l a t e s  other's s t a t u s ,  d e f e n d s  o r  
a s s e r t s  s e l f ,  d e n i e s  h e l p .
E x p l i c i t  a t t a c k s  o n  t h e  o t h e r ' s  ego: n u t  a  t r < r e
" s t o p " .  I n c l u d e s  a n y  j o k e s ,  c o n t r o l s ,  o r  r e j e c t i o n *  
which h a v e  a p r o n o u n c e d  a g g r e s i v e  c o m p o n e n t .  An y  
a c t  i n d i c a t i n g  s e l f - s a t i s f a c t i o n ,  p o m p o u s n c -  s ,  o r  
s m u g n e s s ;  a n y  i n d i c . i t  o n  ' h i t .  t h e  a c t o r  i s  s h o c k e d ,  
d i s g u s t e d ,  o r  i n s u l t e d .  An y  i n d i c a t i o n  o f  v e n g e a n c e ,  
o r  e n v y .  An y  d e p r e c i a t i o n  o r  i n d i c a t i o n  o f  o t h e r ' s
Inferiority; any criticism. Also damning, 
slandering, tricking, and combative behavior. 
Includes also such signs of formatiiy as un­
willingness to recognize another's presence,play­
ing "hard to get.” , aid being in general rather 
exclusive and cool: "Oh, you damn peasants." Tn
short any indications of aggression.
Examples: "You look like Barney To ogle.*'
” T think you're all w ' t. . "
" Y o u ’re a dope,"
"I d i s a g r e e  with y o u . ”
"You had better do this or else."
"Well, I an an a n t h r o p o l o g y  atu lent, 
a r d T ought to know,"
" T don't see how you can possibly do a 
thing like that."
Shows so 1i da ri t y , raiaea other's statu*, gives he! 
reward.
The intent of the statement i a to any "You're 
okay", or "I like you" rather than just "go ahead" 
Any strong approval of another. Also includes the 
everyday cordial-thanking, befriending, talking 
about the weather. Any attempt to be courteous, 
diplomatic, and allay conflict. In short any act
of friendliness or attempts to restore frieadli- 
ness.
Examples: "That's a very good idea,"
"I think you're absolutely rivht."
"I think Red had a rood idea,"
" T think 171 u o has given the best 
s o l u t i o n , "
This category also includes any positive reaction 
to a request for help..
Examples; ("Could T say something please?"' "Yeo 
go ahead."
( " D o  y o u  a g r e e  w i t h  m e ? " )  " Y e s ,  a b s o ­
lutely."
Finally any active attempt to draw another p <■ r e o n 
out who has not been sneaking very much, a r. be in­
terpreted as a solidarity building act. Should be 
iistinguished from requesting activity h n d asking 
o n i n * n n .
E x a m p l e :  " Red, what do you think about * h i s ? "
lo s s  ou t  o f F i e l d
Every time the red ' i >~h t roes on, the observer 
should take a check to see if any p-rson is no 
longer actively participating. Cues are follows
No v e r b a 1 -ontributions; alouchinr, yatninp,
<■ 1 o « j n 5 eyes, daydreaming, no a t t*n,pt to fn’ lot 
discussion by l o o k ' m  at the speakers; doodling 
verv intently or playing with some £*d£et; 
mumbling to self or another m e rr b a r ; active w i t h ­
drawal such -> r- : 1 q v. i ♦ ,
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